To many, the only remaining certainty in our world is uncertainty. Pluralism has convinced
us that unchanging truth, if it exists at all, is entirely beyond our grasp. All we are left with is
a circular argument in which all the answers come from us. Only the authoritative voice of
Scripture can dispel such clouds of doubt and confusion. Garner shows us that we can know
truth, and know it with assurance.
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“This booklet is particularly helpful in addressing the void in the
lives of so many today, especially students and other young adults,
whose only point of reference is their own all-too-ambivalent and
confusing experience and who have no sense of any binding authority beyond themselves. In a winsome and readable way, Garner
shows that ultimate truth and meaning are found only in the light
of Scripture as God’s Word and that lasting security is realized only
in submission to its authority as nothing less than God’s own. An
excellent resource for guided group study and discussion of these
important issues.”
—Richard B. Gaffin Jr., Professor of Biblical and Systematic
Theology, Emeritus, Westminster Theological Seminary,
Philadelphia
“Dave Garner, in this masterful volume, not only has reaffirmed
the Holy Spirit-delivered Word of God through human authors
and hundreds of years as inerrant, infallible, and reliable, but has
also, with convincing clarity and courageous humility, displayed
the Word of God as absolutely sufficient and efficient for evangelizing the lost and equipping followers of Christ. With freshness, our
author both challenges and encourages the church in maintaining
our stewardship and Holy Spirit-dependent proclamation of the
Word of God as we announce the grace of God to the glory of God.”
—Harry L. Reeder III, Senior Pastor, Briarwood Presbyterian
Church, Birmingham, Alabama
“In this little booklet, rich in thought and vivid in style, Dave
Garner deftly leads us through some of the most important questions that a person can ever ask. He points us to the Scripture
as the only place where we will ever find lasting and satisfying
answers to those questions. He shows us how we can be sure of
those answers so that we may live in the joy of that certainty. If
you are wrestling with some of life’s big questions, or know someone who is, then run—don’t walk—to How Can I Know for Sure?”
—Guy Prentiss Waters, Professor of New Testament, Reformed
Theological Seminary, Jackson, Mississippi
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Ultimate Questions
Life presses us with questions. It forces us to make decisions.
Each moment. Every day. All of our lives.
What time should I get up in the morning? Which pair of
socks best matches these pants? Yogurt or oatmeal or yogurt
and oatmeal? Now, that’s a tough one. Oh, and should I leave
the kitchen window open when I go to work? Though relatively
uncomplicated, even these decisions produce palpable pain for
some.
Other decisions up the ante. How can I fit exercise into my
schedule? Should I drive or fly to Montreal? Android or iPhone?
Is this stock a good investment?
Again, difficult as they may be, these questions alight gently
compared to matters of more consequence. What school should
I attend? Which career should I pursue? Whom should I marry?
How will I really know? Will I make the best decision? What
if I don’t? Will I suffer early-onset Alzheimer’s like my father?
Will there be a cure in time for me? Will this Diet Coke give
me cancer?
Now the pressure is on. With their gravity, these decisions
at times drop on us like lead weights. They bruise us, brutalize
us, and break us, even paralyzing us with fear. One life to live;
so many questions and so much pressure.
If only it would stop there.
In the deeper recesses of our souls, we face lurking questions,
whose answers matter in ways impossible to express. Yet their
enormity swells in our souls, and we know that we don’t have
the built-in competencies to deliver a final answer. Certainly
not with any confidence.
5
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Even some remote questions thump our consciences. Is
euthanasia legitimate mercy killing, or does it actually kill the
spirit of mercy? What should I do for the starving children in
Darfur? Does it matter if I don’t really care?
Other questions strike chords of personal vulnerability.
Will I face God one day? Does he care that I don’t care enough
about the children in Darfur? Will he care that I had an abortion? Do the Ten Commandments command me? What about
life after death? Or really, what about my life after death?
Ultimate questions with ultimate stakes. Some questions
really matter, and we really know it. Their burning prods press and
unnerve us. Indecision over their relentless interrogation is itself a
decision and merely perpetuates the pain, and despite our attempts
to cool them off, these questions ruthlessly sting our hearts.
Is there any release valve for the pressure? Is there a way to
know, to own, and to rest in real answers with genuine peace,
confidence, and contentment? Can I know that I am ready to
meet my Maker? Can I really know anything for sure?
Befor e we mov e on
r This opening section raises many questions. What areas
of life do they address? What are some key differences
between them?
r What makes some of these questions weightier than others? Which kinds of questions exert the most pressure on
you personally?

What about Philosophy?
While philosophy has tried its hand at the ultimate questions, its inconsistent and dense conclusions would suggest the
answer is no, I really cannot know for sure. Even a quick survey
6
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of philosophical systems and their intramural clashes discloses
that philosophy’s cartography uncovers no hoped-for treasure. At
the end of the day there is the end of the day. And the unknown
tomorrow still comes.
Trust in intellectual power (rationalism) leaves us scratching
our heads, as our minds suffer insurmountable limitations. We
come to the end of ourselves long before most wish to admit.
Trust in experience (empiricism) leaves us lost because no one
can experience everything, and even if we could, by what measure would we determine which experience answers the ultimate
questions? Other philosophical frameworks also come up empty,
because they fill our souls with gnawing uncertainty, construing an impassible chasm between reality (things as they are) and
perception (things as I perceive them).
This is not to say that philosophy does not get certain things
right. But even when philosophers climb to various vistas and
glimpse selected dimensions of reality with some degree of clarity, other dimensions they miss altogether. In any case, by what
standard is their analysis judged? Who decides what philosophers
assess correctly and what they miss?
In the end, even on the highest peaks of human thought we
never get beyond human thought.1 Philosophical inquiry left to
its own devices births conclusions ranging only between skepticism and despair. When it comes to ultimate answers, philosophy
renders its only shared conclusion: we do not and cannot really
know. Any longed-for hope agonizingly turns to hopelessness.
Befor e we mov e on
r What are rationalism and empiricism? How do they both
fall short of providing ultimate answers?
r What is the problem with human philosophy?
r What is philosophy’s ultimate conclusion? Why?
7
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How about Religion?
Frankly, religion serves us no better. The sheer number of
religions in the world makes determination of a single religion’s
superiority a fool’s errand.2 Often religious identity is more a
symptom of circumstances (where I live, who my parents are)
than of penetrating conviction. The irony is, however, that religion has often been held with ferocious, even mindless, tenacity.
Nearly every religion has its fanatics.
Tempered by the lessons of comparative religions, the modern
era offers a smorgasbord for religious consumers. Now many in
the world have opportunity to pick their religion, with motivations for such decisions ranging from personal temperament to
sheer pragmatism to moral sympathy. In all cases, they suffer
the same limitations as the philosophers—never getting beyond
human analysis for obtaining ultimate answers.
The bond of culture and religion further exposes the uncertainty associated with religious decisions: “To one degree or
another, religious beliefs have determined the patterns and
expectations of all cultures.”3 It is not surprising then to find
that cultural and religious relativism dominate the contemporary landscape, with cultural anthropologists often calling us to
esteem all religions and cultures equally. Yet the stubborn problem remains. Putting all cultures and all religions on identical
footing, in fact, intensifies the agonizing ambiguity of the soul.
Both religion and philosophy leave us with our heads banging
against a wall.
So what then? Where do we turn? Or, more disturbingly, is
there really anywhere to turn? Are we cast astray, left alone on
the island of our own minds to brawl through life and hope for
the best? Are we abandoned to mere fate? Do answers to ultimate questions derive from nothing more than resourcefulness,
probability, or luck?
8
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Befor e we mov e on
r In the past, what often shaped religious identity? What
cultural realities shape religious identity today?
r Why does human religion leave us no better off than philosophy does?

The Word from Above
A brief word is in order concerning the approaches considered
thus far. The pervasive weakness in philosophy and religion is that
they tender merely human proposals. They operate in a vicious
circularity, because the answers all come from us. Even the confluence of the most brilliant human minds lacks the resources to
deliver definitive answers to the harassing questions of our souls.4
If there are answers, they must come from outside and not
from within. They must come from above, not from below. They
must come to us, not from us. If there are answers, they must
come from an objective and all-knowing authority. In short, they
must come from God.
Has he spoken? Indeed he has. Before we explore the special
way in which he has done so, we must comment on his universal
speech. Psalm 19:1 says, “The heavens declare the glory of God,
and the sky above proclaims his handiwork.” The psalmist, looking at the scope of the universe, notes the perpetual, unrelenting,
clear communications from the Creator.5 God speaks in creation
and his governance of the world, and he does not stutter.
In Romans, Paul expands this point, contending for universal
accountability to the Creator on the basis of his personal communication with mankind.
For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who by their unrighteousness

9
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suppress the truth. For what can be known about God is plain
to them, because God has shown it to them. For his invisible
attributes, namely, his eternal power and divine nature, have
been clearly perceived, ever since the creation of the world, in
the things that have been made. So they are without excuse.
For although they knew God, they did not honor him as God
or give thanks to him, but they became futile in their thinking,
and their foolish hearts were darkened. Claiming to be wise,
they became fools, and exchanged the glory of the immortal
God for images resembling mortal man and birds and animals
and creeping things. (Rom. 1:18–23)

Several features surface, but for our purposes we will note
only a couple. First, God reveals himself. This revelation in
creation—“general revelation,” as theologians call it—is plainly
revealed (Rom. 1:19) and clearly perceived (Rom. 1:20). God intends
all mankind to know him in this way; there is no one anywhere
who does not in this very real sense know God. God reveals himself
personally in creation, and by virtue of his self-disclosure, all
men know “all the divine perfections.”6
Grasping the “god-ness” of God comes to us not by logical deduction; rather this understanding is “given to us, revealed to and in us,
implanted in us, by the creative power and providence of almighty
God the Creator.”7 To be alive then is to know that God is and that
I am accountable to him. Consciousness of the one true God is an
intrinsic feature of being human. To whatever degree we resist this
claim evidences our personal suppression “of the truth” (Rom. 1:18).
A second inescapable truth, one in tragic conflict with the
first, bursts forth. In the face of this God who speaks come hordes
of false religions, in which mankind has pushed back against the
creator God, substituting idolatry for true worship and obedience. As such, world history is a religious history, a display of
both universal accountability and universal sinfulness. Just as
10
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history stages the perpetual speech of God’s character, the same
history delivers the responding human mutiny—yours, mine, and
that of every other human being in history (with One exception,
who will be noted shortly).
The types of nagging ultimate questions listed earlier are windows into our God-consciousness. We know that these questions
matter because we know that we are accountable to God. We know
that he alone possesses the answers, making our sinful, self-reliant
responses less than flattering. The picture revealed through the
windows is increasingly grim: the motivation for false religion is
not genuine though ill-informed worship, but rather sufficiently
informed but willfully false worship. Human history consists of
diverse, yet willful and personal, defiance of the Creator. Our
hearts are not a pretty place. And that is a universal problem.
Befor e we mov e on
r Where do the answers to our questions need to come
from? How have we already seen this in this booklet?
r What do we all know, and why? Why are we not always
aware of knowing this?
r What do the numerous religions in the world evidence?
How?

The Answer Is Better Than We Could Ever Have Imagined
The answers to our ultimate questions will never come from
us because they cannot come from us. We are both finite and fallen.
We are dependent and depraved. We are small and sinful. We are
creature and corrupted. Self-sufficiency wholly fails to address matters of ultimate importance before the creator God to whom we are
wholly accountable. In the vicious circle of our stubbornness, we
are left devoid of hope before God, barring his intervention.
11
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